A prerequisite to the design of future Advanced Driver Assistance Systems for cars is a sensing system providing all the information required for high-level driving as sistance tasks. Carsense is a European project whose purpose is to develop such a new sensing system. It will combine different sensors (laser, radar and video) and w i l l rely on the fusion of the information coming from these sensors in order to achieve better accuracy, robustness and an increase of the information content. This paper demonstrates the interest of using probabilistic reasoning techniques to address this challenging multi-sensor data fusion problem. The approach used is called Boyesron Pmgmmmmg. It is a general approach based on an implementation of the Bayesian theory. It was introduced first to design robot control programs but its scope of application is much broader and it can be used whenever one has to deal with problems involving uncertain or incomplete knowledge.
Introduction
Unlike regular cruise control systems, Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) systems use a range sensor to regulate the speed of the car while ensuring collision awidance with the vehicle in front. ACC systems were introduced on the automotive market in 1999. Since then, survep and experimental assessments have demonstrated the interest for this kind of systems. They are the first step towards the design of future Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) that should help the driver in increasingly complex driving tasks. Today's commercially available ACC systems are based on a single range sensor (either a radar or a laser sensor), and their use is pretty much limited to motorways OI urban expressways without crossings
The traffic situations encountered are rather simple and attention can be focused on a few, well d e h e d detected objects (cars and trucks). Nonetheless, even in these relatively simple situations, these systems show a number of limitations: they are not very good at handling tixed obstacles and may generate false alarms. Also, in some 'cut-in' situations, :.e. when the insertion of an other vehicle in the detection beam is too close to the vehicle, For these systems to be more widely used, it is necessary to extend their range of operation to more complex situations in dense traffic environments around or inside UIban areas. There, traffic is characterized by lower speeds, tight curves, traffic signs, crossings and '%agile" traffic participants sncb as motorbikes, bicydes or pedestrians.
Traffic situations become very complex and it is more difficult to reliably operate an ADAS. This is mostly due to the fact that currently available sensor systems for monitoring the driving euvimnmeut provide only a small part of the infomation required for higher level driving tasks. The way to solve this problem is to improve existing sensors l i e radar, laser and image processing as well as to fuse the information of these dBerent sensor systems with appropriate Scene models in order to achieve better accuracy, redundancy, robustness, and an increase of the information content.
Carsense is a European project' whose purpose is to d e velop a new sensing system for ADAS. It w i l l combine several types of sensors (video, laser and radar). The focus of C a~e o s e is on: (a) the improvement of the existing sensors, (bJ the design of an on-board multi-sensor architecture, and (c) the fusion of the sensors' output.
The Sharp group at Inria Rhbne-Alpes contributes to Carsense on the fusion aspects. Our goal is to demonstrate the interest of using Bayesian techniques, i.e. based on probabilistic reasoning, to address multi-sensor data fusion problems such as the Carsense one. I s recent years, the probabilistic framework has become a key paradigm in Robotics. Probabilistic approaches have been used to address a wide array of robotic problems, such as CAD modeling, map building, localization, planning 11, 2, 3, 41. The approach we intend to use is a general one, it is based on an implementation of the Bayesian theory 151. This novel approach called Bayesion Pmgmmming was introduced first to design robot control programs 131, but its scope of application is much broader and it can be used whenever one has to deal with problems involving uncertain or incomplete knowledge. Our primary concern within Carsense is to estimate the targets' position and velocity. It is a dassical statistical estimation problem. Modern techniques involve the use of sequential estimation techniques such as the Kalman Filter or its variants. Numerous mathematical methods exist to perform coordinate transformation, observation-to-observation or observation-to-track association (8, 9, lo] . A complete and state-of-the-art review of the tracking methods with one or more sensors can be found in 171. Challenges in this area involve situ* tions with a large number of rapidly maneuvering targets, which is precisely the case in the traffic scenarios considered in Carsense.
Bayesian Programming
Any model of a real phenomenon is inherently incomplete. There are always some bidden variables, not taken into account in the model that influence the phenomenon. The effect of these hidden wiables is that the model and the phenomenon never behave exactly the same way. Furthermore, perception and control are inherently uncertain. Uncertainty arises from sensor limitation or noise. Rational reasoning with incomplete and uncertain information is quite a challenge. Bayesian Programming addressa this challenge relying upon a well established formal theory: the probability theory 151.
The usual notion of logicnl proposition (either true or false) is the first key concept of probabilistic reasoning. Logical operators can be used to derive new propositions (conjunction, disjunction, negation). Discrete variable is the second concept that is needed it is a set of logical proposition that are exhaustive and mutually exclusive (at least one is true, only one is true). Discrete variables can be combined too (conjunction). To deal with uncertainty, probabilities are attached to propositions, and to manipulate probabilities, usual inference rules are used: a Conjunction rule: P ( X Y) = P(X)P(Y I X ) o Normalization rule: E x P(X) = 1 with X and Y discrete variables and P a probability.
In this framework, a Bayesian Program is made up of two parts: a descrigtion and a question.
The description can be viewed as a knowledge base containing the a priori information available on the problem at hand. It is essentially a joint probability distribution.
The description is made up of three components: 1) A set of relevant variables on which the joint distribution is defined, Typically, variables are motor, sensory or internal. 2) A decomposition of the joint distribution as a product of simpler terms. It is obtained by applying Bayesian rules and taking advantages of the conditional independencies that may exists between variables.
3) The parametric forms assigned to each of the terms appearing in the decomposition (they are required to compute the joint distribution).
Given a distribution, it is possible to ask questions. Q u e tions are obtained first by partitioning the set of variables into threesets: (1) Seonhed: the searched variables, (2) Known: the known variables, and (3) h e : the free variables. A question is then defined as the distribution:
Given the description, it is always possible to answer a question, i.e. to compute the probability distribution P(Searched 1 Known). To do so, the following general inference is used
where Z is a normalization term.
As such, the inference is computationally expensive (Bayesian inference in general has been shown to be NPHard 1111). A symbolic simplification phase can reduce drastically the number of sums necessary to compute a given distribution. However the decomposition of the preliminary knowledge, which express the conditional independencies of variables, still plays a crucial role in keep ing the computation tractable.
We are currently developing an API', which is very close to mathematical language, in order to express Bayesian programs. An inference engine has been implemented to antomate Bayesian inference 131. It 
Sensor Modeling

Sensor Models
Be it for association or estimation purposes, it is fundamental to have a model of the sensor's performance, of the reliability and precision of the observations obtained.
To address this modeling issue, we have defined stochastic sensor models that are general enough to represent most existing sensors.
We present now the general model we have designed for a range sensor measuring the heading and direction of a target. It takes into account the target detection probability, the sensor noise that corrupt the range measure ment, and the variation of range precision w.r.t. the target's position.
The uncertainty in the mwurement of the distance p and the heading 8 of a detected target whose actual d j , tance and heading is (2, a), is modeled by the probability distribution P ( p Bldet(z, a)) where det(t, a) is a boolean variable indicating if a detection of a target occurred ai position (z, a). The probability distribution can be written as:
Gs is a Gaussian distribution on the vector (p, 8) whose mean value is the vector (2, (I) and whose standard de.
viation is E ( z , a ) . Note that E is function of z and a:
it models the variation of the observation's precision (in distance and heading) w.r.t. the target's position. To model the sensor reliability, i.e. its ability to detect a target, we introduce a target detection probability Pd(z, a) = P(det(z,a) 12 a) which is a function of the target's position. The missed detection probability is given by: P ( -d e t ( z , a ) / z a ) = 1 -Pd(Z,a). Finally, the response of the sensor to a given target is given by:
+ P (~e I -d e t ( t , a ) ) ( l -P d (~~a ) )
This class of stochastic sensor models can be applied to a large variety of sensors including radars and lasers.
The parameters required to model an actual sensor, i.e.
Pd(z,a), u,(z,a) and ue(z,a), should be determined either t h a n h to the sensor manufacturer's specifications or through calibration.
Experimental Sensors
We have used the model deiined earlier to define three m e r e n t types of sensors that will be used later in our experiments on association and estimation. 
Application to Carsense
We contribute to Carsense on the fusion aspects. Given a set of sensors providing information on the driving environment and more precisely on a set of potential targets, our primary eoncern is to determine the actual set of targets of interest and to estimate some of their characteristics, mainly position and velocity. As mentioned earlier, such a multipletarget tracking problem involves two steps: a) Association: repouping of the sensors' observations into tracks associated with the same source target and b) Estimation: actual computation of the target characteristics.
To demonstrate the generality and the power of BP, we first show how it can handle these two problem separately (55.1 and 55.2). Then we show how it can solve them both simultaneously (55.3).
Estimation
We consider here that the association step is done. The observations have been sorted out and associated to a potential target. We start with a simple example involving one target and three different sensors providing information on the target's position (beading and distance).
To solve the estimation problem at hand using Bayesian Programming, we have first to specify the different components of the Bayesian program, i.e. the variables, the decomposition and the parametric forms.
Program Specification. Relevant vdriahles are:
Actual distance z and heading a OS the target.
. Distance pi and heading Si mes.sured by the sensor s*,i = 1 . . .3.
Altogether eight variables that determine the joint distribution:
It will he assumed that the sensors' observations are conditionally independent w.r.t. the target's position meaning that: P(p, Si Thanks to this conditional independence assumption and using the Bayesian inference rules, we can write the following decomposition of (4):
Finally, parametric forms must be assigned to each of the terms appearing in the decomposition: P ( z a ) represents the a priori information on the target's position. If a priori information is available (from a previous tracking stage for instance), it could be used to sped@ P ( z a). Otherwise, a uniform distribution should be selected.
e P(p, B i l t a ) represents the response of the sensor Si to a target located at ( t , a ) . The parametric form chosen for this distribution is the sensor model we have deiined in 54
Now the description is complete and questions can be asked. To estimate the target's position given the sensors' observations, we ask the inference engine to answer the following question:
Experimental Results. represent the probability distribution of the target position knowing the merent sensor responses. Note the difference in precision of the Werent sensors. Fig. 3d represents the estimation result. In this case, it is close to the observation returned by Sz, the most accurate sensor. Fig. 4 illustrates the robustness of the approach w.r.t. sensor failures. In this example, sensor Sz fails to detect the target. Since our sensor model integrates the detection probability, it can handle this situation easily and P(x alp2 02) becomes a uniform distribution. Now estimation takes place exactly as before, the only difference is that the h a l result is less accurate. Besides these examples, we have carried out further experiments in order to gather statistical data. An experimental run would go like this: first, a target's position is selected randomly. Given this position, the different sensor models are used to simulate the sensor's observations.
Then the estimation question (6) is solved. Finally, to e6 timate the position of the target from the answer to question (6), we use an optimization algorithm to determine the maximum value of this probability distribution. This optimization is based on a genetic algorithm [121. The results obtained are summarized in Table 1 .
First, we made 150 runs with targets selected randomly inside the common field of view of the three sensors. Line "Avg. Error #1" gives the average error between the actual position of the target and the position of the target given by the dif€erent sensors and the estimation. It illustrates the interest of using several sensors with different precisions: the estimation precision is better.
Second, we made 1000 runs with targets selected randomly: they can fall inside or outside the field of view of the Werent senson. Line "# Detections" indicates how many times the target has been detected by the different sensors. 600 times out of 1000, the target was detected by at least one sensor and estimation could take place. Once again, it illustrates the interest of using several sensora: the target is detected more often with three s e w n than with one only (whichever one). Line "Avg. Error #2" gives the average error in this case. It may appear that the estimation yields results that are less accurate than the results obtained with the sensor S'Z only. H mever, do keep in mind that, among the 600 estimations made, Sz contributed to only 203 of them.
Association
Association is about partitioning a set of observations provided by diffwent sensors into tracks, i.e. sets of observations produced by the same source target. 
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Before proceeding to the decomposition of (7), a few reasonable assumptions are made: 0 The senso18' observations are conditionally independent w.r.t. the target's position and the corresponding matching variable (cf. 95.1). The observations of a given sellsor Si are conditionally independent w.r.t. the target's position. P(A @IZ p: e: M,) = P(A ( I M,) Once again, thanks to these assumptions and using the Bayesian inference rules, we can write the following decomposition of (7) 
P(pt eilr
and it is possible to compute the probability of the four possible associations: MI=^, M2=l) or MI=^, M2=l)
or (MI = 1,Mz = 2) or (MI = 2, M2 = 2). Note that P(M1 = i , M2 = j) must he interpreted as the prohahility that the i'h observation of SI is associated with the j i b observation of 4.
We carried several experimental runs in order to sbow the influence of the sensors' precisions in the association and therefore the importance of explicitly modeling the sensors' performance. Tahle 2 illustrates the ontcome of these experiments: it contains the probability of each possible association for decreasing precisions in -9 (for both sensors). From this table, it can be seen that, with accurate sensors (column l), the association is reliable: two association probabilities stand out. When the precision decreases, it becomes less and less obvious.
Association and Estimation
Program Specification. In the Bayesian frame work, it turns out that solving the ansociation and the estimation problems simultaneously can be achieved with the description defined in 5.2 for the association problem.
We keep the same description and simply ask a new ques tiou:
Experimental Results. To test the simultaneous association and estimation, we have used the same experiment as in 55.2 and asked the question.
The output of the inference is a two-dimensional probability distribution whicb is multi-modal: it should contains as many peaks as there are targets in the environment. Fig. 6 depicts such a multi-modal distribution. Now, given this distribution, it suffices to search all its modes in order to identify the different targets. 
Conclusion
